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Presentation goals

● The journey of building a compensation strategy from scratch 
● What to share to get employee buy-in 
● How HR can partner with Recruitment 
● The formula method for compensation 



About me

● Head of Talent @ Tiny Mile
● I’m a “used to get faxed resumes” kind of recruiter
● I’ve never owned a compensation program before
● I’m all about context gathering



First thought:





Second thought:





Part 1: Pay transparency



Poll: 
Does your company put salary 

ranges on its job postings?



“I want to put salary ranges 
on our job postings.”



Defining pay transparency

● Being open about compensation
● Process for how decisions are made
● Building trust



What it doesn’t mean

● Sharing every single employee’s exact compensation
● The only solution for pay fairness



Examples of pay transparency:









Here’s everything needed to build this work

● Compensation philosophy
● Job levelling framework
● Compensation bands
● Compensation ratio calculator
● Growth framework



Compensation 
philosophy

The why behind what we pay



Core elements

We’re agile

Tiny Mile employees choose how much compensation they want each year in salary versus equity. 
We call this Agile Compensation. 

Employees can choose all salary, majority equity, or whatever combination suits them best.
We believe that this flexibility will help employees grow and sustain a career with Tiny Mile.



Core elements

We’re mindful 

Employees are owners in Tiny Mile. We believe in being good stewards of our money and remain 
conscious of our runway. Many startups fail because they spend too much too quickly before they 
hit the performance goals needed to be a sustainable business. 

We think of our funding as a limited resource which we must trade off against our many priorities. 
This means we find creative ways to reduce financial costs so we can do more.



Examples of compensation 
philosophies: 









How’d this step go?



Job levelling 
framework

The scope, impact and career pathway of our roles



Core elements

Scope: 

Growing in the role

Scope: 

Owning the role

Scope: 

Expert in the role

Level 1 Ownership: 

Some ownership

Receives instructions on most 

individual tasks

Initiative: 

Beginning to take the initiative 

through asking questions and 

learning

People Management: 

Not Likely

Ownership: 

Mastering the ability to break 

down projects into tasks

Co-owns projects with strong 

guidance

Initiative:

Deep questioning of processes

Begins to suggest 

improvements and tweaks

People Management: 

Not Likely

Ownership: 

Mastering the ability to break 

down projects into tasks

Co-owns projects with strong 

guidance

Initiative:

Deep questioning of processes

Begins to suggest 

improvements and tweaks

People Management: 

Not Likely



How’d this step go?



Compensation bands

The range of compensation within our job levels



Core elements

● Experience
○ Specific knowledge and expertise. 

● Scarcity and market value
○ It's fair to say that it's harder to fill some positions than others

● Benchmark
○ Internal and external

● Role and responsibilities
○ Certain roles have a greater impact than others



Poll:
Do your pay ranges overlap 

across levels?



“It’s important to note that 
we’re looking at the 
position, not the people 
who occupy it.”



How’d this step go?



Compensation ratio 
calculator

The way to analyze salaries across job levels, job categories 
and compensation bands



Core elements

● Factors such as cost of living, labour, and current market rates are considered when we 
formulate our compensation plans

● We’re also cognizant of grants that might be available in the markets we hire and the impact 
this has on our payroll costs



Poll: 
Do you practice geographic pay 

differentials?



How’d this step go?



Growth framework

The process for how we evaluate an employee's work and level 
of impact



The cycle includes

● Annual performance reviews
● Annual market adjustment reviews
● Quarterly performance meetings
● Ongoing 1-1 Meetings



How’d this step go?



Part 2: Agile compensation



“What the hell is this and 
when can I get rid of it?”





The rationale

Depending on an employee’s current and future financial goals, they may want to have a different 
balance between base/equity





How we make an offer

● Assign a total compensation value
● Offer presentation
● Share agile compensation calculator



“I’ll show you mine if you 
show me yours.”



Candidate Name
Position
Date

Let’s talk about you joining 
Tiny Mile!





Poll: 
Do you negotiate offers with 

candidates?



Frequently asked questions

● Employees can change the balance once a year during their annual performance review
● There’s no maximum total amount of times they can change this balance 
● We use the current fair market value (also known as the strike price)
● Any new additional equity grant will vest for 4 years based on that additional equity grant day



Wrapping up



What went well

● Living our values
● Robust approach
● Identifying FAQs in advance



Gaps identified

● Flat organization
● Leveling framework
● Software vs. Hardware Engineering



What’s next

● Additional job levels for individual contributors and people managers
● Department and role-specific job-level evaluations
● Expanded performance resources



“I’m so proud of this 
foundation. And I’m also 
intimidated by it.”



Thank you and questions!


